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QUESTION 1

A company has a Request__c object that has a lookup to the Opportunity object and a custom field. 

Status__c, with values of Open,\\' Closed, and Invalid.\\' An Opportunity should not be allowed to be deleted if there are
any Request__c records related to it that have a Status__c value of Open or \\'Closed.\\' what is the optimal way to
enforce the 

requirement to prevent deletion? 

A. A Process on Request__c 

B. A Process on Opportunity 

C. An Apex Trigger on Opportunity 

D. An Apex Trigger on Request__c 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How should a developer assert that a trigger with an asynchronous process has successfully run? 

A. Create at test data in the test class, use System.runAs() to invoke the trigger, then perform assertions. 

B. Insert records into Salesforce, use seeAllData-true, then perform assertions. 

C. Create all test data, use @future In the test class, then perform assertions. 

D. Create all test data in the test class, invoke Test.startTest() and Test.stopTest() and then perform assertions, 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The Salesforce instance at Universal Containers currently integrates with a third-party company to validate mailing
addresses via REST services. The third-party address verification system recently changed endpoint URLs for all their
set 

vices from https://th-addreaa-service.3pc.com to https://plc1-mailsarvice.3pc.com. Everything else remained the same.
The developer updated code to reflect this endpoint change, but the mailing address validation service stopped working 

after the change. 

What else should be done to complete this web service end point change? 

A. Test the callout property using HttpCalloutMock. 

B. Add web service IP Addresses to Trusted IP Ranges m the Network Access security controls settings. 
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C. Use a Custom Setting with the new endpoint Instead of hard coding the URL. 

D. Create a new Remote Site for the new endpoint URL. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

As part of a custom development, a developer creates a Lightning component to show how a particular opportunity
progresses over time. The component must display the date stamp when any of the following fields change: Amount,
Probability, Stage, or Close Date 

How should the developer access the data that must be displayed? 

A. Execute a SOQL query for Amount, Probability, Stage, and Close Date on the OpportunityHistory object. 

B. Create custom a custom date field on Opportunity for each field to track the previous date and execute a SOQL query
for date fields. 

C. Subscribe to the Opportunity Change Data Capture event in the Lightning component. 

D. Subscribe to the OpportunityHistory Change Data Capture event in the Lightning component. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When the sales team views an individual customer record, they need to see recent interactions for the customer. These
interactions can be sales, orders, phone calls, or Cases. The date range for recent interactions will be different for every
customer record type. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Use a Lightning component to query and display interactions based on record type that is passed in using a design:
attribute from the Lightning page. 

B. Use Batch Apex to query for the most recent interactions when the customer view screen is loaded. 

C. Use a Process Builder to query the most recent interactions and then display them on the customer view. 

D. Use Lightning Flow to read the customer\\'s record type, and then do a dynamic query for recent interactions and
display on the View page. 

Correct Answer: A 
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